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Thepaperintroducesanetworkdescriptionofconductingregionsinelectricalmachines.Resistancemodelsareconsidered,whereloop
equations are equivalent to an edge element formulation using the electric vector potential , as well as conductance models, for which
the nodal equations refer to a nodal element description by means of the scalar potential . Network models for multiply connected
regionsarederivedforboth￿– – ￿ and – – ￿ formulations.Anetworkrepresentationoftheedgevalueofpotential ￿ issuggested.
Convergence of the iterations of the – ￿ method may be accelerated by supplementing equations for the edge values of ￿.




ESIGN and analysis of electrical machines increasingly
exploit numerical ﬁeld simulations. By far the most pop-
ular is the ﬁnite-element method (FEM), although equivalent
magnetic and electric circuits continue to be useful as they pro-
videgoodphysicalinsightandaidunderstandingofcomplicated
electromagnetic phenomena. It was shown previously [1]–[3]
that FEM formulations may be considered as analogous to loop
or nodal descriptions of equivalent electric or magnetic circuits
(networks). Thus models established using FEM approach may
be treated as network models. The number of branches in such
models equals the number of edges or facets of the discretising
mesh. This paper builds on previous publications and extends
the treatment by focussing on network description of regions
with conduction currents. The aim is to facilitate the connection
between ﬁeld equations due to such currents and the equations
ofthesupplyingcircuitry.Couplingbetweenmagneticandelec-
tric networks is also considered for models of electric windings.
II. NETWORK REPRESENTATION OF FE MODELS
It was shown in [1] that ﬁnite-element formulations using
potentials may be seen as equivalent to network models of ei-
theredgeelements(EN),withbranchescoincidingwithelement
edges, or facet elements (FN), where the branches connecting
the nodes are associated with the facets, while the nodes are po-
sitioned in the middle of the volumes. Fig. 1 depicts the edge
and facet models of a tetrahedron. The nodal equations of EN
are equivalent to the nodal element description (NEM) of the
scalarpotentialformulation,whiletheloopequationsofFNcor-
respond to the edge element formulation (EEM) using vector
potential. The edge values of the vector potentials and rep-
resent the loop ﬂuxes and currents in loops around the edges,
respectively [1].
In regions with conduction currents, a conductance network
(CN) may be created from an electric edge model, whereas a
resistance network (RN) stems from an electric facet model.
TheCNconductancesmaybeestablishedfromtheinterpolating
functions of the edge element, while resistances of the RN from
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Fig. 1. (a) Edge and (b) facet model of a tetrahedron.
those of the facet element. In the networks arising from the FE
method, coupling between the branches may occur, i.e., mu-
tual conducatnces and resistances may be present, which dis-
tinguishes such networks from classical circuits. The voltage
across a conductance of the th branch may force a current in
the th branch of the CN; similarly, a current in the th branch
of the RN may create a voltage in the th branch.
III. ELECTROMOTIVE AND MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCES
The task of describing conductors in the FE domain necessi-
tates deﬁning the mmfs set up by currents in conducting regions
and emfs due to changing magnetic ﬂuxes. The edge networks
(EN) are analysed using the nodal method, thus branch sources
need to be introduced. On the other hand, a loop method is ap-
plied to evaluate the facet networks (FN), hence either branch
or loop sources may be used.
Inthemodelsunderconsideration,thebranchmmfsandemfs
are established from loop currents and ﬂuxes. In the case of EN,
currents and ﬂuxes “around” the edges are relevant, whereas for
the FN case currents and ﬂuxes of the loops associated with
facets need to be used (see Fig. 1). Loop mmfs in EN represent
facet values of , whereas loop emfs arise from time deriva-
tives of facet values of . The loop sources of FN, on the other
hand, may be deﬁned using branch currents and ﬂuxes corre-
sponding to element edges. Table I collects expressions that de-
scribebranchandloopcurrents,ﬂuxes,mmfs,andemfsforelec-
tric and magnetic networks.
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TABLE I
CURRENTS,F LUXES, mmfS AND emfS ASSOCIATED WITH AN ELEMENT
IV. SIMPLY CONNECTED CONDUCTING REGIONS
Inﬁeldanalysisofsimplyconnectedconductingregions,e.g.,
solid parts of a core with no “holes,” it is possible to use the
– combination of potentials, as well as – or – . The
FEM formulation using – is equivalent to equations of the
magnetic FN and electric EN [3]. The less popular application
of – and – formulations in the FEM description leads to
analogies with representative resistance networks coupled with
magnetic EN or magnetic FN, respectively. In the – model
wedeﬁnebranchmmfs inbranchesassociatedwithedges
and loop emfs in loops around the edges. The aforesaid
emfs may be established directly from the branch ﬂuxes of the
magnetic EN, whereas mmfs from the loop currents of the elec-
tric FN. When forming the sources no further transformation
of network quantities is necessary, while deriving the sources
for the network model using the – approach (i.e., electric
and magnetic facet network) requires such additional steps to
be taken.




The vectors and may be obtained from the loop currents
and ﬂuxes in FN as
(2a)
(2b)
As a result, after relevant substitutions, expressions for branch





The facet networks (FNs) are analysed using a loop method,
thus the knowledge of loop mmfs and emfs will sufﬁce. These
may be derived using branch sources or directly from branch
currents and ﬂuxes in FN. Using the relationships in the third




Both methods of ﬁnding sources in FN are comparable when
it comes to their computational complexity; however, the algo-
rithm based on (3) is more reliable in terms of the convergence
of the iterative solution. Even if the branch source estimates are
not very accurate, a condition is satisﬁed that guarantees good
convergence of the ICCG procedure of solving FN’s equations
for ungauged formulations [7].
V. MULTIPLY CONNECTED CONDUCTORS—WINDINGS
In analysis of windings of electrical machines two cases are
considered: 1) thin (ﬁlament) conductors of cross-section less
than the facet area of the elements; 2) solid conductors, such
as in a cage rotor of an induction motor, whose cross-section is
largerthantheelement facet area.Ina specialcase thetwoareas
may actually coincide (Fig. 2) and it is convenient to use this
case to explain the differences between the resistance model (
potential) and the conductance model ( potential). The FEM
equations for the classical formulation refer to loops around
the element edges. From Fig. 2(a) it is transparent that all loops
around the edge are “open” and the classical solution gives
incorrect zero result [4]. It is thus necessary to introduce an ad-
ditional equation describing the loop current ﬂowing around
the “hole”—Fig. 2(a). This current is a circuit representation of
the edge value of introduced in [5] and [6]. The equation for
uniquely describes the current ﬂow in Fig. 2(a). A more accu-
rate model of a single winding turn may be obtained by using a
conductance network. However, a large number of nodal equa-
tions will result, even if skin effect is neglected and a condition
is imposed that nodes on the surface of the conductor cross sec-
tion are shorted, e.g., nodes , , . It may therefore be con-
cluded that for systems with thin conductors the use of potential
is to be recommended.
A mixed approach, linking the above description with equa-
tions based on a scalar potential (equations of magnetic EN)
andavectorpotential (equationsofmagneticFN)isnowcon-
sidered, whereby classical formulations involving potential
may be added, i.e., equations for loops containing eddy currents716 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MAGNETICS, VOL. 44, NO. 6, JUNE 2008
Fig. 2. Models of a turn split into hexahedrons. (a) Resistance and
(b) conductance.
Fig. 3. Loop with current in space of an edge magnetic network.
Fig. 4. Loop with current in space of a facet magnetic network.
(the methods – – and – – ). It has been assumed that
the “loop” shown if Figs. 3 and 4 is part of a winding con-
sisting of ﬁlament conductors or represents a loop around the
hole of a solid conductor, e.g., a loop with current in Fig. 2.
It follows that to deﬁne mmfs in EN it is necessary to form
loops around edges. The loop must therefore be replaced by
these loops, as in Fig. 3 (loops with current ). A matrix is
beingformed transposinga current in intoa vectorofcurrents
representing branch mmfs in EN. Multiplying the trans-
posed matrix by the vector of ﬂuxes associated with edges
yields the ﬂux linkage with as shown in Fig. 3. Since currents
are edge values of potential , by using the interpolation
functions of the edge element the values of may be estab-
lished—see (2a). Next, via the relationship (3a), we can deter-
mine the currents , which represent branch mmfs in the
magnetic FN. Combining matrix with (3) and (4) yields the
followingequationsforthe methodforasystemwith
eddy currents and currents in loops :
(6)
Here and are thematrices ofbranch reluctancesand resis-
tances for FNs, is a transposed loop matrix for the FNs,
is the vector of loop ﬂuxes, and consists of entries deﬁned by
(4). When setting up (6) it has been recognized that additional
loop mmfs, , and emfs, , may exist in loops due to ex-
ternal sources.
When solving the loop equations of magnetic FN it is suf-
ﬁcient to deﬁne loop mmfs , i.e., currents ,i n
branches associated with edges. The currents may be
found from (5a) using currents in branches associated with
facets. The matrix of currents may be written as a product
of the current in and the matrix of cuts of with the
facets (Fig. 4). The product of the transposed matrix and
the vector of ﬂuxes through loops associated with facets
yields the ﬂux linking with (Fig. 4). The ﬂuxes are found
from loop ﬂuxes in FN by applying a similar procedure as used
when forming (3b). If a formulation involving is needed,
equations using may be derived in a similar way to
(6) in terms of the previously deﬁned matrix by noting that
in an equation which follows from (6) the following holds:
(7)
Description oftheloop using is simplerbutlessgeneral.
Moreover, it is not possible to use it for the method,
the equations for which may be written as
(8)
where is a transposed nodal incidence matrix for EN, is
the matrix of branch permeances for EN [1], is the vector
of nodal potentials and is the vector of additional branch
mmfs, e.g., in the permanent magnet region. The above matrix
description, applicable to a single turn, may be easily extended
tomultiturncoils.Thevaluesinthematrix ,willthenbeequal
to the number of conductors crossing the facets, while for the
matrix to the number of turns around the edges.DEMENKO et al.: NETWORK REPRESENTATION OF CONDUCTING REGIONS 717
Fig. 5. Resistance model (FN) of a conducting plate with a hole.
VI. SHAPE AND LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL LOOPS
We consider now how to select the shape of the loops in
regions containing a solid conductor. These need to be formed
in such a way so that the additional loops with currents com-
plement the set of the main loops. For example, when analysing
the cage winding of an induction motor with bars, we must
add loops,i.e., loopsassociatedwiththecurrentsinthe
barsandonelooprelatedtotheendring.Thechoiceoftheloops
with currents will be guided by the method of solution used
to calculate currents and in the windings. Most contem-
porary solvers use iterative methods, in which case the number
of loops with currents and may actually be higher than the
number of main loops. It is perfectly acceptable, for example,
to assume that all possible loops surrounding the holes are to
be deﬁned as loops with currents . The number of such loops
may be quite high. In the system depicted in Fig. 5, containing
one “hole” and 48 loops with eddy currents, it is possible to
form over a thousand such loops with currents . The two most
characteristic loops have been marked: 1) an external loop with
the current ; and 2) an internal loop with the current . The
matrix of coefﬁcients describing the currents and will be
the most sparse if a loop with the current is chosen. How-
ever,numericaltestshaverevealedthatthisdoesnotresultinthe
most economical calculations. In fact the iterations for ﬁnding
the current distributions in Fig. 5 were signiﬁcantly accelerated
when the system was effectively “overspeciﬁed” by adding to
the loop with the other loop with .
Table II demonstrates the relative error in the iterative calcu-
lationofcurrentdistributionforthecaseofFig.5undertheexci-
tation by a uniform time varying magnetic ﬂux passing through
theplate.Twopopulariterativemethodswereemployed:1)suc-
cessive over relaxation (SOR) and 2) incomplete Cholesky con-
jugate gradient (ICCG). Three cases were considered: one loop
with current , one loop with current , and two loops con-
taining both currents and . The measure of the error at
iteration was taken as
(9)
where is the calculated current in the th branch for the th
iteration step, is the exact value of current in the th branch,
and is the total number of branches ( in the example
of Fig. 5). It appears that thanks to the increase in the number
of loops with current , the rate of convergence has been im-
proved signiﬁcantly. In the case of the ICCG method, with the
TABLE II
ERRORS IN CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS AFTER ￿ ITERATIONS
two additional loops, the calculation error after only 40 itera-
tions is already at the level of rounding errors.
VII. CONCLUSION
AnetworkdescriptionofFEMequationshasbeenderivedfor
systems containing conducting regions. An interpretation of the
edge value of potential has been put forward where this po-
tentialis relatedtoa currentina loop. Waysofdescribing a loop
with a current in the FE domain have been proposed using both
potentials and . The method is applicable to multiply con-
nected regions, including cage rotors and windings connected
to external circuits and sources. It also adds to understanding of
such systems.
It has been shown that when solving iteratively equations of
the – formulation, i.e., equations describing current distri-
butions in systems containing holes, it is beneﬁcial to introduce
superﬂuous loops (more than required). This results in more
economical computation and faster convergence.
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